ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
A few fault location studies have been conducted on the distribution systems due to their high complexity and difficulty caused by non-homogeneity of line, fault resistance and load uncertainly. Previously proposed approaches for estimating the locations of distribution line faults consist of using voltages and currents measured at the line terminal. The methods used in this approach can be divided into two categories. The first category uses the high Frequency components of currents and voltages caused by the faults which start voltage and current travelling waves between the fault and the line terminals [1] . This method is similar to that proposed for transmission lines and is complex and expensive. The methods in the second category use the fundamental Frequency voltages and currents at the terminals of a line and parameters of the line and loads [2] . The method consists of calculating the line impedance as seen from the line terminal and uses the calculated impedance to estimate the distance of the fault from the line terminals. Reference [2] does not consider the dynamic nature of the loads and multiphase taps which are normally encountered in such cases. Another technique, that uses the fundamental frequency components of voltages and currents measured at the line terminal, has been proposed for estimating the locations of shunt faults on radial distribution lines [3, 4] . The technique is suitable for non-homogeneous lines with or without capacitor banks and dynamic loads. However, this technique does not consider the presence of the laterals in the distribution system. Utilities estimate fault locations in distribution lines by computing the impedance seen from the line terminal from the voltages and currents available from reclosers. The fact that a feeder has many branches compounds the complexity of finding fault location. This is mainly due to the fact that estimating the fault location based on the voltage and current signals yields more than one location. In recent years artificial neural networks have been proposed as an alternative method for solving certain complicated power system problems where the conventional techniques have not achieved the desired efficiency. In this paper, using data are measured at the substation, for each type of fault, an artificial neural network (ANN) is trained to estimate fault distance to the substation directly. The proposed method does not need data of loads of consumers. The proposed method is tested on IEEE 34-bus test feeder [5] simulated in DIgSILENT Power Factory 13.2 software. The outputs of the ANNs for operating test patterns, not presented in the training stage, are shown the accuracy of the ANNs. Sensitivity of the proposed method is assessed finally.
FAULT LOCATION TECHNIQUE USING ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK
Proposed technique contains two stages. First, the type of fault is determined using current phasors measured at the substation. Then an ANN is trained for each type of the fault. The ANNs are trained to estimate fault distance to the substation (FDANN), directly. The proposed method does not need data of loads of consumers. Inputs of the ANNs are data of 3 phase voltages, currents and active powers of the feeder are measured at the substation in pre-fault and fault stages. When a fault is detected, pre-fault active power, voltage and current phasors are saved. These are the phasors that were calculated one cycle before the inception of the fault. This margin is important to avoid an overlap of the pre-fault and fault data. Fault data are collected three cycles after the detection of the fault. This is done to minimize the effect of current of motors. It is worth considering that the distribution system is a radial network with many branches. That is why multiple fault locations might be selected as candidates. Using other protection instruments such as Fault Detector, actual fault location might be selected from among probable fault locations. Stockholm, 10-13 June 2013
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Determination the type of fault
If one or more of the line currents (I a , I b , I c ) are greater than a threshold (I t ) it is assumed that a fault has occurred. The magnitude of the zero sequence current increases beyond its normal value when a ground fault is experienced. If the magnitude of the estimated zero sequence current (I 0 ) is more than a threshold (I t0 ) it is assumed that one or two phases are short circuited to ground. The type of fault determines from the fault current phasors using table 1. 
Fault location estimator FDANN
In this paper, a multilayer feed forward neural network is adopted and trained for fault location analysis. Figure 1 illustrates flowchart of proposed method. 
SIMULATION STUDIES
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed fault location approach, the FDANN is applied for IEEE 34-bus test feeder consisting of 34 nodes, 32 lines, 6 spot loads, 19 distributed loads and 2 shunt capacitors [5] . 
Training data
In order to ANNs cover the total operating space of the radial distribution network; fault location, fault resistance and loads were changed in each pattern. Each pattern is contained data which achieved from load flow of the feeder in pre-fault and fault stages. 
Training FDANNs

Effect of changing of the structure of the feeder on performances of FDANNs
In this paper, performances of FDANNs are assessed when the structure of the distribution network is changed. Two new structures are assumed for the distribution feeder. In first structure (S1), configurations of eight lines are changed; but the lengths of them are fixed. The configurations of the lines of the network are explained in reference [5] . Table 3 shows difference between the basic structure of the feeder and the changed structure (S1). Error of each FDANN for testing patterns of this new structure (S1) is shown in table 4. Figure  3 illustrates the outputs of FDANN compared target values of the test patterns of A-G fault for S1. Results of table 4 shows that the trained FDANNs can estimate fault distance to substation; even the structure of the distribution network is changed. In second structure (S2), two new lines are added to the base network. First line (L1) is connected to node 822. The length of L1 is 5km and number of its configuration is 303 [5] . Second line (L2) is connected to node 840. The length of L2 is 5km and number of its configuration is 301 [5] . Node 822 and node 840 are farthest terminals. Distances of nodes 822 and 840 to the substation are 51.11km and 57.68km respectively. 
Sensitivity studies
The accuracy of the fault location estimates depends on the accuracy of the input data. The accuracy of the voltage and current phasors depends on the quality of transducers that sample voltages and currents. Sensitivity studies are performed to determine the effect of the errors in the input data on the accuracy of the proposed technique. The ranges of errors in voltage and current phasors are selected considering the IEC standards for voltage and current transformers. In this paper, for sensitivity study, 2366 patterns are regenerated with Errors in voltage phasor magnitudes from -5% to +5% while errors for current phasors magnitude are varied from -3% to +3%. Errors for active power phasors magnitude are varied from -7.5% to 7.5%. These new patterns which are contained errors of measuring are divided into training and Stockholm, 10-13 June 2013
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel approach has been proposed for fault location by means of artificial neural network (ANN) as an interpolating tool. The ANNs are trained to estimate fault distance to the substation (FDANN) for each type of fault. Inputs of the ANNs are data of 3 phase voltages, currents and active powers of the feeder are measured at the substation in pre-fault and fault stages. The proposed method is tested on IEEE 34-bus test feeder successfully. The outputs of the ANNs for operating test patterns, not presented in the training stage, are shown the accuracy of the ANNs. The performances of the trained FDANNs are tested successfully when the structure of the feeder is changed. The accuracies of the FDANNs are acceptable while data are contained errors of measuring. 
